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Dominant Image
What is the first thing you see?
The first thing your eyes see is known
as the dominant image, or the
dominant.
The dominant stands out in the image
because it is different from the other
elements of the image.
SIZE
FOCUS
LIGHT
CONTRAST
COLOR
PLACEMENT

The reason for its dominance varies, but
usually it is due to an issue of contrast.
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Subsidiary
Contrasts
Where do your eyes stop after you
have seen the dominant? Why do your
eyes stop here?
This is referred to as the subsidiary
contrasts.
There is something visually different
and interesting about the second thing
you notice It will be highlighted in some
significant way - through color, light,
shadow, size, position, or proximity

Citizen Kane (1941) Orson Welles
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Negative Space
Blank areas in a frame are ‘negative
space’.
Negative space can create a feeling of
emptiness, isolation, and loneliness
It can also help to bring out the
contrast and draw our attention to the
dominant.
See What is Negative Space in Movies

Ida, 2013

Negative space guides the viewer's eye to the
spatial relationships between other elements in the
image.
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Character Proxemics
How much space is between the characters?
The way people use space can be divided into four proxemic patterns.
●

Intimate distances: skin contact to about eighteen inches away. This is the
distance of physical involvement–of love, comfort, and tenderness between
individuals.

●

Personal distances: 18 inches away to about 4 feet away. These distances
tend to be reserved for friends and acquaintances. Personal distances
preserve the privacy between individuals, yet these rages don’t necessarily
suggest exclusion, as intimate distances often do.

●

Social distances: 4 feet to about 12 feet. These distances are usually
reserved for impersonal business and casual social gatherings. It’s a friendly
range in most cases, yet somewhat more formal than the personal distance.

●

Public distances: 12 feet to 25 feet or more. This range tends to be formal
and rather detached.

The distance in this shot is
intimate, showing that the
characters are good friends and
are comfortable with each other at
this point in the movie.
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Depth

Images will often be composed on more than one plane. Elements in the scene
might be grouped in terms of foreground, midground, and background. This
refers to an image's depth.
● How do the foreground and background elements interact with each other?
● Does one plane subvert or otherwise ironically comment on the dominant?
● Is one plane out of focus? Why? What is the effect?
● On how many planes is the image composed (how many are in focus)?
● Does the background or foreground comment in any way on the mid-ground?
Deep-focus shots allow all planes to be in focus at the same time.
More commonly, only one or two frames are in focus.
SEE: Using Depth of Field for Storytelling
This shot from Defiance (2008) shows a SHALLOW DEPTH OF FIELD.
Only one plane is in focus, isolating the characters from what is going on
in the rest of the scene.
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Density
How much visual information has
been packed into the image?
This is known as the image's density.
Is the scene sparsely, moderately, or
highly detailed?
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Color Values
What do you notice about the use of color in the
image?
●
●

Is there a dominant color?
Is there color symbolism present in the image?

What is the overall tone of the image?
●
●

Bright and bold? Soft and subdued?
Have the colors been bleached out or faded?

Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) Dir. George Miller

Remember, color symbolism is culturally relative.
For example, in Western countries the color
white often carries a connotation of innocence
and purity. In Asian countries, it means death.
See 5 Common Color Schemes in Film
The Revenant: Dir. Alejandro González Iñárritu
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Composition
How is the image organized?
Think about the Rule of
Thirds
Also see: The Rule of Thirds
in 5 minutes
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Lighting Key
Is the lighting High key? Low key? High
contrast? A combination of these?
1.High key lighting–features bright light and very
little shadows. (musicals and comedies)
2.Low key lighting–features diffused shadows and
atmospheric pools of light. This lighting key is often
used in mysteries and thrillers.
3.High contrast lighting–features harsh contrasting
light and dramatic darkness. (tragedies and
melodramas)

Rear Window (1954) Hitchcock

See: Basic Cinematography Lighting Techniques
The Night of the Hunter
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Form
• Open forms: used by realist filmmakers, tend to be stylistically
recessive; emphasizes informal and unobtrusive compositions which
seem to have no discernible structure and suggest a random form of
organization; stresses simple techniques to be able to emphasize the
immediate, the familiar, the intimate aspects of reality; images
photographed in aleatory conditions; formal beauty is sacrificed for
truth; frame tends to be deemphasized.

• Closed forms: used by formalist filmmakers, emphasizes a
more stylized design which can suggest a superficial realism

discovered look that typifies open forms; emphasizes the unfamiliar
which are rich in textural contrasts and compelling visual effects; tend to
be more densely saturated with visual information; literal truth is
sacrificed for beauty; the shot represents a miniature proscenium arch,
with all the necessary information carefully structured within the
confines of the frame.
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Staging
What part of the frame do the characters occupy:
• Center, top, bottom, edges?
• Why?
• What is the effect?
This is known as the staging of an image.
What is the spatial relationship between the actors and
the camera?
Between the actors and each other?
Where do the characters look: at each other, at the
camera, or offscreen? What is the effect?
How much space is there between the actors and the
other elements of the set?
Can they move freely or are they obstructed in some
visual way?
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Shot Type (framing)
How far away is the camera from the action?
The shot-type gives us a lot of information
about the subjects and characters.
You should be able to identify and explain the
effects of camera shots.
Medium Shot
Close up
Extreme Close up
Long shot (Full shot)
Establishing shot
Over the shoulder shot
Two shot

See Examples of Film Shots
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Cinematography
(sin-e-mah-ta-gra-fee)
The motivated use of camera
shots, angles, and movements
in order to create a mood and
give information
Camera Shots
Camera Angles
Camera Movement

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Establishing shot (ES)
Shot type:

● Shows the setting
● establishes the context of the film
● Usually the first scene of a film

Star Wars

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● The viewer understands the location and
setting and context of the film
● The cinematic elements employed in the
shot will indicate the mood and genre
Click here for Establishing Shots — Setting a
scene like Kubrick, Wes Anderson, and Michael
Bay

Beautiful Establishing Shots Compilation in Movies [HD] by X2

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Close up (CU)
Shot type:

● Framed tightly, all focus is on the
subject
● Emotions and reaction of character
dominates the scene
● no background information
● Artificial, not used often
● more dramatic than medium shot

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● Character’s emotions/actions are
emphasized
● The claustrophobic effect is
uncomfortable, not natural, and thus,
memorable

“Here’s Johnny!” from The Shining (1980), Kubrick

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Extreme Close up (ES)
Shot type:

● Extremely close, unnatural
● Artificial, thus memorable

Blade Runner

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● To focus on a specific part of a subject
● To signal an important sensory moment
in a film
● To communicate tiny details too small to
notice
● Create memorable emphasis

David Fincher’s extreme close ups

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Extreme Close up (ES)
Shot type:
● Extremely close, unnatural
● Artificial, thus memorable

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● To focus on a specific part of a subject
● To signal an important sensory moment
in a film
● To communicate tiny details too small to
notice
● Create memorable emphasis
Whiplash: The Use of Close ups 3:53

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Medium shot (MS)
Shot type:

● Shot is from the knees/waist to
the head
● Authentic and realistic
● Most common shot type

Filmmaker’s
motivation:
● The viewer sees the character’s
actions along with background
information
● Body language, expressions
Hunger Games: Mockingjay

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Medium shot (MS)
Shot type:

● Shot is from the knees/waist to
the head
● Authentic and realistic
● Most common shot type

Filmmaker’s
motivation:
● The viewer sees the character’s
actions along with background
information
● Body language, expressions
Medium Shot In Film: Examples and Film Theory

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Long Shot (LS)
Shot type:

● Also known as a WIDE shot or FULL shot
● The full body from head to toe is shown
● Background details are shown

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● The viewer understands the character’s
relationship to the setting
● The background and setting, as well as
character, is moving the narrative forward
with detailed information

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Two shot (TS)
Shot type:

● Two characters shown
● Characters do not need to be
close to each other

Filmmaker’s
motivation:
● The viewer understands the
relationship between the two
characters
● Show emotional reaction/distance/
intimacy between subjects
BBreBreathless, Jean-Luc Godard (1960)

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Point of View (POV)
Shot type:

●Omniscient, Single Character, and
Group POV

Tarantino presents the “Helpless” point of view shot. Kill Bill

Filmmaker’s motivation:

●The audience engages with the
story through the subjective view

Read More https://www.studiobinder.com/
blog/point-of-view-shot-camera-movementangles/

Tarantino presents the “Helpless” point of view
shot. Kill Bill

Cinematography
Camera Shots

Over the Shoulder (OVS)
Shot type:

● Shot shows the characters POV
● A part of the characters shoulers or
side of their head is in the shot

Filmmaker’s
motivation:
● The audience feels pulled into the
scene as they experience what the
character is experiencing

Camera Angle
What is the angle at which the camera has shot
the subject?
● Is the camera tilted up or down?
● Is the camera neutral (eye level)? Or has
the camera been tilted off the horizontal
axis?
● What are the effects of these choices?
High angle
Low angle
Dutch angle
Eye level
Birds eye view
Worm’s eye view

.
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Cinematography
Camera Angles

High Angle
Shot type:

● Shot is filmed from above, looking down

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● The subject appears weak, vulnerable

Cinematography
Camera Angles

Low Angle
Shot type:

● Shot is filmed from below, looking
up

Filmmaker’s
motivation:
● The subject appears strong, powerful

The Dark Knight Rises (2008)

Cinematography
Camera Angles

Dutch Angle
Shot type:

● Shot is at an angle
● Not used often

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● Creates a sense of disorder, confusion,
conflict
● Can foreshadow impending doom or
conflict

The Dark Knight Rises (2008)

Cinematography
Camera Angles

Eye Level
Shot type:

● Camera is placed as the eyes of the
characters in the frame
● Simulates human vision, presents visual
information through a familiar viewpoint
● Most common level shot in film

Stranger Things

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● Dissolve the barrier between viewer and
story.
● Humanize their characters with a neutral
camera angle.
● Simulate standard human vision and
familiar composition.
American History X Dinner Scene

Cinematography
Camera Angles

Bird’s Eye View
Shot type:

● High Angle shot taken directly overhead
and from a distance
● The shot is often taken from on a crane or
helicopter.

Filmmaker’s motivation:
● This wider view and is useful for showing
direction and that the subject is moving, to
highlight special relations, or reveal to the
audience elements outside the boundaries
of the character’s awareness.
● https://filmschoolrejects.com/martinscorsese-and-the-gods-eye-view-as-amoral-reminder-af4e4d29556e/

The God’s Eye View

Macro Elements
Genre
Representation
Audience
Narrative

Micro Elements
Mise-en-scene
Cinematography
Editing
Sound

‘film-language”
In the same way that language uses words and sentences to
create meaning, film uses mise-en-scene, editing, and sound to
create meaning.

Assessment Advice
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

●

At the end of Y1, you will submit a
Textual Analysis piece (one of the
required assessments in IB Film) in
which you will analyze a continuous
sequence from a prescribed film.

●

You will need a solid understanding of
film language to approach this major
Assessment component successfully.

●

Expand your knowledge, review the
videos for a full understanding of the
elements

FILM PORTFOLIO

●

Understanding how film
elements and mise-en-scene
creates meaning will also
enhance your filmmaking
skills and creative
explorations

